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Photo 1.  Structure A is a triangle log jam with two rood wads - upstream view.  Failure of two anchors was the only 
structural change since construction .  A glide scoured off tip of structure instead of a deep pool.   

 

Photo 2.  Structure A, looking from mid-channel.  Two Duckbill anchors scoured out under left root wad and root 
wad could be cabled to logs underneath during maintenance.  Flow is left to right.   
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Photo 3.  Structure B1 was built along the left bank instead of on island. The log was intended to deflect water to 
structure A downstream but has little effect and is not functioning as designed; and has minor habitat value as cover.   

 

Photo 4.  Root wad structures B2A (left) and B2B (right) provided cover for juveniles and adults and minor bank 
protection as intended, in the pool downstream of triangle structure B2C.  The root wads were stable and unaltered 
and met the cover and rearing habitat objectives. 
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Photo 5.  Structure B2C is a triangle logjam along right bank just upstream of root wads B2B and B2C.  The stable 
structure scoured a deep pool as intended and provided rearing and holding fish habitat that met the habitat 
objectives.  The cable around anchor trees will girdle and kill them and should be loosened in the next year. 

Photo 6.  Structure C1 is the only buried log weir and only site with boulders and Duckbill anchors.  By forcing the 
thalweg over the buried logs in mid-channel, a 1.5 m deep pool formed that provides good quality rearing, holding 
and spawning habitat and met the habitat and physical objectives well.  Gravels bars formed up and downstream.   
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Photo 7.  Structure C1 was stable over the past three years with only minor settling of the foreground log into the 
pool.  This structure met the habitat, cover and pool scour  objectives although little additional LWD accumulated. 

Photo 8.  Looking downstream at Structure C2, a logjam along left bank.  We wanted the structure to scour a large 
pool, up to 10 m wide by 20 m long, but only a 5m by 5m pool formed so the physical pool objective was not met 
sufficiently.  The abundant wood and cover in the structure create good quality rearing habitat and met the rearing 
habitat objective.    
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Photo  9.  At every structure, like structure C2 above, we found rust on the cables but clamps were intact.  Most sites 
had cables wrapped snug around live anchor trees (behind boot above) which will girdle and kill them in a few years.  
The cables need to be loosened around anchor trees or drilled through them to prevent killing the trees. 

Photo 10.  Structure C3; upstream view of logjam.  The pool has enlarged substantially after construction to 25m 
long by 8m by 1.25 m deep with good quality rearing habitat at the structure and good  spawning in tailout 
downstream.  The structure has not shifted and is effective at meeting the pool and habitat objectives.   
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Photo 11.  View of structure D.  A large pool formed downstream with spawning habitat in tailout.  The pool 
formation, cover and fish habitat objectives were met.  Minor bank erosion and girdling of anchor trees (below) were 
the only problems.   

Photo 12.  Structure D was tightly cabled to live spruce trees that are being girdled and will die in a few years.  Like 
at most other structures, the cable should be re-wrapped or passed through drilled holes to stop girdling. 
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Photo 13.  Looking downstream at structure F3.    A pool formed just downstream of the structure instead of at the 
log jam as intended.  The logs, although mainly out of the water, still provided overhead cover and good refuge 
habitat.  

Photo 14.  Structure F2 is a log along left bank that is unchanged from construction.  Although only 3 m were in the 
channel, it provided cover for juvenile fish.  The log could have been better used to create a complex structure at 
structure F1.    
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Photo 15.  Structure F1 is just upstream of F2 and F3.  The objective of pool formation was not met; the glide  
enlarged to 20 m long by 5 m wide instead of forming a scour pool.  Compared to pre-construction, more cover and 
better rearing habitat exists due to the logs.  

Photo 16.  Looking downstream at structure G/H.  This structure was intended to deflect high stream flows from 
entering the ponds behind.  No new channels or bank erosion were found behind the structure.   
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Photo 17.  Looking downstream at a debris catcher, part of structure G/H. This feature was built by hand in 2001 to 
help prevent diversion of peak flows into the off-channel project (out of view on right).   

Photo 18.  Structure I, looking across channel.  Bank was protected as expected.  Rearing habitat is good in structure 
with abundant wood cover. 
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Photo 19.  Looking upstream at structure J.  Log under person is likely to break at in mid-channel but  scour may 
improve as remaining logs settle closer to bed.  

Photo 20.  Structure J, looking from right bank to mid-channel.  New scour pool (9m by 9m by 0.95m residual) in 
mid-channel was formerly a fast glide but pool is smaller than expected and possibly ineffective at high flows.  
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Photo 21.  Upstream view of Pond 5 in off-channel project which provided fair quality habitat.  

 
Photo 22.  Looking across Pond 3.  Outlet channel behind person was not flowing and fish do not have regular access 
into pond.  Dissolved oxygen levels were poor (68% saturation) and pond is not meeting expectations.    
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Photo 23.  Looking across Pond 2 from dry inlet channel.   About 15% of the pond filled with gravel from erosion 
upstream and was isolated from adjacent sections but dissolved oxygen was good and habitat quality fair. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 24.  Looking upstream at channel from Pond 3.  The lack 
of flow and organic build-up prevent fish access for much of 
year.  The channel is not effective at providing access to Pond 3. 
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Photo 25.  Looking downstream at outlet channel from station 0+200m.  The water was up to 0.7m deep but had poor 
dissolved oxygen.  The conditions at this section of the outlet channels did not fully meet the physical objectives. 

Photo 26.  Looking upstream at outlet channel from station 0+60m.  The berm was breached and the water level 
upstream decreased by 40 cm.  Habitat quality decreased from good to fair in the outlet channel.  Pond 1 is out of 
view just left of photo.   
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Photo 27.  Looking downstream at outlet channel from station 0+080 m.  Kumealon Creek is in background.  The 
outlet channel is not providing good quality habitat as intended.  Water depth and wetted area decreased since 
construction. 

Photo 28.  Looking across Pond 1.  Pond 1is a failure and is isolated with very poor dissolved oxygen levels. 


